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Chess endgame training rosen pdf

This is an end-of-game guide with a difference. As soon as a topic was introduced and several basic ideas were discussed, we immediately invite you to immerse yourself in the subject by solving a number of relevant positions. Solutions to these positions feature a wealth of practical advice and more discussion of end-
of-game principles and key theoretical points. All the main end game types are covered: pawn tips, small piece ends, castle ends and queen ends. Rosen discusses key elements such as pawn structure, passes, space advantage, breakthrough and Zugzwang in his end-of-game strategy. Endgames are often highly
tactical, and these exercises that require precise calculation are reflected throughout this book, and the sections are divided into typical tactical themes. There is a wealth of exercises throughout the book. Bernd Rosen writes a regular column in a German chess magazine highly qualified instructor. He won the FIDE
Master title in 1987 and played in the German Bundesliga for many years. All the most common end-of-game themes are normally shown with the main games and works. Rosen used this material in lectures on the end of the game. I think it's like the book and the best are now beginners but used by rank players on
another level up to 1800. - John Watson, TWIC Takes readers who work at solving endgames exercises immediately found in this most challenging book after a short introduction Bernd. However, some readers who are not accustomed to this type of exercise book may find it difficult and work out the answers quite hard.
But don't worry, Bernd is quite detailed in his answers and when the need arises he shows all the information necessary to solve this kind of end. - Michael Stevenson, New Zealand Chess What I especially liked about this book progressed at a slow, steady pace; set limited targets and began to perform them in a logical,
structured way. In the pre-retirement days when I take part in school satran, it is the kind of course that I would be happy to use when I am involved in school satran. - Alan Sutton, En Passant Verdict: tried and tested practical final game course - highly recommended. Phil Adams, 3Cs website A very practical final
playbook that the author has forged you to think about! - John Elburg, Chess Mail Bernd Rosen, offers a great chess job in his book. Its excellent editing makes it worth buying for equal stand-alone training - download a pdf file with a sample from the Schachmarkt Book. I have looked at several recent playbooks in the
past as y Seirwans can't remember the last playbook, pandolphinis and 1o r 2 others ... but nothing really solided my last game sense until I bought the Silmans Endgame Course. Not only is this book very comprehensive (its great), but it is also innovative in the way the material is organized. Instead of being organized
by end-of-game themes, by rating/difficulty level. For example, ch. 1 - rating 0-999 ch 2. 1000-1300, ch 3 14-1700, etc. not full layout, I don't have books in front of me but get my drift. I think it's a much more sensible approach to organizing and learning materials. Ask for money and rather if time/effectiveness is not more
important, I highly recommend silmans endgame lessons. I personally am very far from the finish line. In fact, where the book is a point under my USCF rating ... so you can easily come to the conclusion that my last game still needs to work to catch up with the rest of my game ... And this book is for :) I also pointed out
that there are at least exciting chess books, as dry as recent playbooks ... and at the same time the most likely candidate is that you have purchased and never bothered to see through the rest of the chess books thrown into the drawer. However, silmans book is easy to follow, and the most important factor in this
literature may actually be effective for the reader. There has been a real rash of books about the end of the play over the past few years, and the author himself is aware of the need to justify another book, because he says that the original German edition, published in 1995, offers something new in Foreword. Then more.
The book can be used individually, or as a course basis for chess teachers, as a structured guide to the end of the game, in two ways. There is a short final section titled Advice for Teachers explaining how to make the most of educational materials. The course is aimed only at those who have basic knowledge of the end
of the game and basically focuses on very simple end games. The first five episodes deal only with the king and pawn end, and there are four chapters related to castle and pawn end, the last that occurs most often in practice. End includes other parts, but is discussed in less detail. So far, a typical end-of-game guide,
which is a lot in the market, so what is the element of innovation mentioned earlier? Each chapter begins with a single example used to describe the most important basic principles, and then the reader immediately begins a series of exercises. Thus begins the journey of self-discovery, because other basic ideas are
explained that only solutions these exercises. Hopefully, the reader will also be discovered for himself to solve some of the rules already described. So the emphasis is on passive learning, not active. What I particularly liked about this book was that it was progressing at a slow and steady pace; it set limited goals and is
aimed at performing them in a logical, structured way. It's the kind of course I'd be happy to use, if any, in the pre-retirement days when I was into school sales. Alan Sutton, En Passant Bernd Rosen, ein hoch qualifizierter Schachlehrer und The Bundesliga player offers different end-of-game types in 15 sections. First 56
pages, officers 6. But not a single last game is with roses without farmers. In chapter 16 there is again a colorful mix of light for very difficult tasks, before the author gives some tips for chess teachers in the last chapter. After an input example, each of the first 15 sections begins with an unexpreted sequence of diagrams,
which are discussed in the next text without a new diagram and are sometimes supported by other images. It's quite an unusual compilation, but different end game types have the advantage that a very quick visual look is achieved right at the beginning of each episode. Obviously, the book delves into the end with
farmers. The last game of peasants is left out, whether it is a subject, peasant, peasant structure, free farmer, field advantage, breakthrough or necessity to move. But at the same time, the cooperation of peasants with officers is not neglected in the final chapters. One advantage for the teacher and student is that the
book is generally limited to less sstoneed positions: thus, the principle of treatment without the ballad of other figures can always be made clear. In the age of computers and databases, he had to give many old wisdoms about the end of life. Not so in Bernd Rosen's book: even after a few exams, everything seems fine.
Bernd Rosen's end-of-game training is absolutely perfectly designed. However, the publication in English by a British publisher of a book published by Chess Gate in 2001 in its second edition under the title Fit im Endspiel remains a mystery that can be solved by other parties. Or should the copy be better than the
original in this case? It may be that the book - whether german or English version - is recommended primarily for the youth coach at the club and, of course, especially for all chess players who want to develop a pawn game. Gerhard Josten, Rochade Europa 01/2004 How should a book be structured when presenting a
training course on the end of the game? On the one hand, the amount of material should be greatly reduced. On the other hand, selected areas should then be used to study structures, maneuvers or ideas that are as typical as possible. Both seem to me to be very good at doing well in this book. Bernd Rosen published
his work »Fit im Endspiel» with this volume, which is part of the German Chess Federation's course material and has since been published in the second edition (2001) (ISBN). revised and now publishes Gambit-Verlag in English. The scope allocated to individual end-of-game types depends on the frequency of
formation in practical games and the degree of basicity of the overall understanding of the finals. Thus, there are 4 episodes of peasant finals, which Rosen sees as the basis. In general, watch a section about tower builders, one about a jumper, runner and jumper-versus-runner finals, then 4 episodes about the tower
and 2 women's finals. Analysis against the lady against the light figure of the tower subject nor other stones was deliberately missed so that the frame would not be broken. There are examples of tailors and very well thought out section structure that stand out throughout and reveal experienced instructors. Take Queen
Endings (1) as an example of other episodes. First, the last female female step-by-step approach against bauer was introduced in 7 lines. Then, as in other sections, follow some reinterpreted positions, which can be applied in a different way to new information. After the solutions of the aforementoremented training
tasks, the 7th century for runners and tower builders. Other annlared examples show maneuvers to reach positions where step-shaped female approaches are possible. For example, the game Castle End (2) has very instructive positions and notes on bridge maneuvering, Philidor position and Karstedt maneuvering on
10 pages. Everything was clean and concise here too! After a series of training positions for self-decoding (Easy to Hard Ends), there are still some very useful tips here under »Advice to Teachers on how best to present the material presented to a chess group. Almost no need, I would like to point out that the book,
which I consider very successful and recommended, can of course also be used for self-study with a game power of up to about 1800 DWZ. Helmut Conrady, Rochade Europa 02/2004 This well-known book Fit im Endspiel English edition. Here we discuss the basics of the last game. The study is part of the course
material of the German Chess Federation. Jerzy Konikowski, Fernschach International 2004/01 We owe the work of British publisher Gambit Publications for the German chess world to the German editions of numerous successful chess books. Now you can point to a job going in another direction. The Bernd Rosen
book was published by Fit im Endspiel Chessgate in its second edition two and a half years ago (see issue 6/2001), so now the English version of this very beautiful textbook is available. In addition to the title called End of Chess Training, and therefore would like to refer to our report on issue 6/2001 for a detailed review
of this book. Bernd Rosen offers a great basic study of end-of-game in his book. Its successful structure is highly recommended for its use in chess training and self-study. In each of the 15 chapters, Rosen offers an introduction example of important subjects and motifs in detail, followed by about 15 exercises. It deepens
and completes everything, so the reader gets a very good overview of the last game. Tasks are discussed in detail in the next solution section, so the author has put not only the necessary derivatives, but also the importance of good explanations. The focus of the day is on pawn and tower finals. These systematic
sections are followed by additional practice tasks to the reader and another section that provides a good opportunity to repeat. In the last chapter, Rosen gives a lot of useful tips to work with this book of chess lessons, relying on his great experience as a coach and player, as he does throughout the book. Finally, the
German version Fit im Endspiel was recommended for German chess fans, which has two advantages outside the German language: a beautiful design and a very fair price of €13.70. Schachmarkt 02/2004 This training book, published in Germany in 1995 as Fit im Endspiel, is detailed by Helmut Conrady in Rochade
02/2004 (p. 63). Nevertheless, this successful textbook deserves a new mention, especially today, where, unfortunately, much more emphasis is placed on the opening work than the end-of-game work. There, however, game power often leaves something to ask for for both beginners and advanced players! However,
during the discussion I just want to limit myself to a brief overview of the content, but then draw attention to the author. Rosen divides the teaching material into a total of 17 sections. Sixtebrate of them are dedicated to practice, and the final section refers to teachers. Each of the 16 application sections deals with specific
end-of-game types or typical maneuvers, usually based on 16 application missions and subsequent solutions. Six episodes with focus pawn finals, Deals with Chapter 7 jumper finals, Deals with Chapter 8 runner finals, deals with springer fighting against Division 9 runner, Chapter 10-13 tower finals, Chapter 14-15
women's finals, Part 16 before presenting the reader with tasks mixed with increased difficulty content. Examples for all sections are practically selected, and typical, frequently occurring locations and themes (square rule, opposition, bridge construction, connected, closed, remote etc.) Focused. The presentation is
systematic and clearly structured, the solutions are concise and precisely explained, even the necessary sub-variants are not missing. When possible, Rosen tries to select instances based on each other. The English edition of 2004, by the way, is an improved edition, but also proven at a glance home.t-
online.de/home/LuckyBaer/fit.htm the Internet (2004). There, Rosen lists some (several) errors in the book Fit in the Endgame, which has been eliminated, as can be verified. But now presenting himself and his work on the internet page in question, an eye on the author, Rosen was born in Essen in 1958, plays since
1969 at the local chess club SF Katernberg and won the main title of FIDE in 1988. He has also been involved in youth jobs, coached since 1999 and has been an employee of Jugendschach magazine since 1995. By profession, he is a social worker in the city of Duisburg. Critics of his book are constantly proving his
didactic ability. I can also confirm that not only does this book offer a completely new material, but the important and basic material offers clean and ingenious, so that the business can be used for both self-study and chess training, which is very profitable. However, the German-speaking reader can decide for himself
whether he wants to choose an updated English edition or cheap, old German edition. Helmut Riedl, Rochade Europe 10/2004 10/2004
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